Valeriy Baranovskiy's press – conference in Ukrainian National Agency of Information,
Kiev, 11/03/2009.
The Member of the secretary Odessa regional organization of the National journalist's alliance of Ukraine,
the Member of the Supervisory board Public academic university "Evolution of the mind".
Theme: "Ukrainian truth - protokol about global change of a climate".
Today I will speak about global change of a climate. Probably today there is no person who hasn’t
heard or thought about that problem. Why is there a necessity to meet you and to talk to you on this theme?
Because today there are questions deserving deep studying. Besides, it is necessary, that journalists should
generate moral responsibility to this problem. Because today, whether we want it or not, the situation is like
that in the world of scientists there doesn’t not even exist a definition of a problem and clearness of its
understanding. Today we’re all observing on TV and in press the following situation: one is speaking about
global warming, the others - about a global cold snap and someone - about global change of a climate...
Where is the truth and how shall we understand what’s going on? The question is that now we, as
people living on the Earth and in our state expecting for a help of professionals & experts whose receiving
wages and certain grants from serious nature protection organizations. We hope, that They prosecute serious
subjects and can explain to us what is happening. Besides, we hope that these questions are being solved, i.e.
we delegate responsibility to the people understanding what they are doing. It’s like when we come to the
doctor, we understand, that he is a professional and give him the right to define a condition of our health and
recommend what to do to get well. I would like to make the statement on this occasion. Modern science is the
same dogmatic structure as many others existing on the Earth, with all corruption and other schemes. Now
because of the fact that those doctrines which in the Middle Ages were exposed to mankind, we have not
proceeded any further in fundamental knowledge. Today we have received a large quantity of achievements in
the applied world. We use the Internet, various technical inventions and adaptations, but actually, in
understanding of life and the world we lag behind very strongly (at least 300 years).
We hope that these questions are being solved by someone who understands the problem and what is
happening. Actually, all occurs a little bit in another way. Small simple examples. What is the global change
of a climate? I do not accept concept of "cold snap" or "warming", there are climate CHANGES. Probably in
all our Ukrainian textbooks on geography there is big Lake Chad which is in Africa. I think that this lake does
not exist any more and it is the truth.

And not only this lake, many natural objects are already lost... Let's ponder a little: every day we lose 30 kinds
of plants and animals. And everybody thinks that it is an environmental problem. It is absolutely incorrect

approach since this problem is not ecological, it is problem "№1". It is called - CHANGE OF A CLIMATE.
Without fundamental understanding of these processes (what is the world we live in and why these processes
occur) we will not go far... Every day we receive a large quantity of forecasts. Why? Because, in reality, in
applied directions scientists make a discovery and pull up the basis of the knowledge to what they have
already discovered. Today there exists 16 models-approaches only for climate forecasting. Can we receive the
only true theory if there exist 16 giants, each of which applies for fidelity and truthfulness? Besides, the
deviations of sizes in their assumptions are huge. Today absolutely all make forecasts. Beginning with
religion that has the philosophical substantiation too. On one of orthodox Internet sites it has been shown,
what will remain from continent as a result of global warming.

Sources are official and you can check it up. Today is very important to say what occurs around for one
simple reason: all world is in financial and economic crisis. If it were a trouble in any sphere, for example, in
medicine, the state will involve reserves and directs them to living in misery branch for correction of the
situation. Can you show me today at least one branch in any country of the world where there would be no
problem? It means for certain that there is a general reason... And nobody thinks over it. Today we simply
have got into a situation when the quantity of such negative phenomena is so great, that branch-dealers cannot
unite today. But the life will force to unite.
Let's look at forecasts of the Danish scientists on natural accidents, based on gathering of the
information from all over the world.

The tendencies proceeding since 1988 are so frightening, that this schedule will grow all above and above...
Today we are the civilisation of supernumeraries, we count perfectly and we can say «the trouble has come to
our city». But what we can do? Someone says: "nothing terrible, we will wait", someone will say:"it is
necessary to pray", the others still offer something. And when you face professionals, especially Odessa (I cooperate with the Odessa Ecological university), I feel uneasy because I live on this earth, and I have a family
(the wife, the daughter and the grandson) and, please, understand me, I wish to live. I give them (scientists)
the right to take the decision, and you will know today what nonsense they do. And people should know about
it, everything is absolute, irrespective of parties and nationalities since this general problem and trouble
concerns everyone. If to speak about, whether we will come out of this situation or do not, I will tell, that,
unfortunately, we won’t. Look, what losses we bear today… Unfortunately, across Ukraine, today I cannot
give to you full data, since there are interesting approaches in this process. You know, what trouble we had
around Carpathians, how many people has suffered last year. You know, what processes occur today in
Donbas. I do not like forecasts, I will tell only the following: think how many Terri cons are there and coal
fractions, what gases accumulate after interaction at lifting of temperature and what must we expect in the
future if this problem will not to be solved? And if Donbas starts to burn? We have all: managements on
ecology, the ministry of ecology and extreme situations. But nobody concerns it seriously and responsibly. If
to look at world tendencies it becomes terrible a little. If earlier the damage for decades was in billions US
dollars now columns grow annually.

It is not necessary to be experts in economy branches in order to construct usual dependence of a damage and
period of time. Damage - are losses and simultaneously the resources developed by the states. If we lose every

year more and more, there is a direct dependence and can anybody or me or someone else say, that it will be
better tomorrow? Unfortunately, the real reasons for such statement are not present, since negative processes
only accrue. If earlier somehow these problems were been solving, there is a following tendency today.
Experts-economists of he United Nations have made the forecast which says that by 2015 growth of damage
from acts of nature and accidents will exceed the growth of gross national product of the countries of the
world, i.e. we will start to live "in a minus" and it cannot be restored.

As for Ukraine, our professionals... convince that similar problems will not concern. I will not name a
surname since they are not guilty in the base knowledge forming their outlook... Look attentively at a slide.

This map and the forecast are made with the use of advanced computers and technologies NASA. Look, what
occurred in 1965, in 1990 and till 2020. Look attentively, where there is Ukraine. By 2050 – it will be desert
in Ukraine... If we have got used to trust any professionals let's think of it. There is such trouble and there are
people who are knocking for a long time and say: climatic conditions are changing in ukrainian regions today.
It is not necessary to think, that someone will help us It is our problem and we should be focused on it in all
branches, and not just in ecology. Because these processes lead to a large quantity of new problems which

will be necessary to solve since they will concern everybody: both present here and not present. It would
seem, there are tendencies, there is the analysis, and we have learnt to measure, huge money is enclosed in
system of global monitoring of climatic changes. For example, in Great Britain they have invited to
miscalculation of variants of climatic changes (even counts of the country), about 150 thousand persons on
home computers count variants somehow to predict, what will be further. All would be good, if we had these
data and knew what to do. And today I would like to tell, that dogmatized modern science does not know and
does not understand what to do, conducting us by the end. Not to a doomsday, but to self-destruction. It
appeared to be the suicide civilization which does not wish to live in this world, bringing itself to a big trouble
and crash... Why I say so? The following example. Someone cleaned fish and has pricked a finger, there was a
hit mucous in blood. This person has come to the doctor and shows, that he has pricked and that the wound
does not heal. The doctor says that nothing is terrible, in a week he will begin to recover. A week passes and a
wound does not heal, even there is a tumor, whitening of skin of a hand and the other not clear processes.
Again to the doctor, and the doctor advises to wait still at least a day and then we will already solve. Time
comes and the doctor says: wait, you have already got the gangrene... and it was desirable to cut off this finger
still the day before yesterday... What is it for? Let's learn forecasts of leading world experts – climatologists,
who received the Nobel Prize. These people are stars, the best of the best in the world climatologists,
understanding, where we are today and where we go. I am engaged in this information more than 10 years and
I have a special opinion based on other approaches and physical processes.

In October, 2007 the United Nations commission of experts informed: before irreversible changes of a climate
there were 100 years. It would seem, it is good. But in January, 2008 the same experts from the United
Nations make the following statement: there were 20 years. All this is the official information, you can check
it up. In March, 2008 again the statement of experts of the United Nations: to a non-return point in a climate
remains 5 - 8 years. The Session of the Council of National Security of the United Nations has ended with
hysteria of the representatives of the small island states because they already sink... And they demand urgent
decisions, actions and help. It would seem, it is possible to meet and solve something for 5 - 8 years... And
they gather of 9 - 10 thousand persons... Participants of such forums - conferences do payments and each such
action manages to United Nations treasury in 25 - 35 million US dollars... Only for one reason: to make these
people sit and decide what to do. In December, 2008, in Poznan (Poland) there was conference on which was
made an interesting statement: to a point of a non-return of climatic conditions there is 1 year left...i.e. to a
condition when the ecological system will fall completely, and together with it financially - economic systems
because these systems are interconnected and the world is absolutely global. There were more than 5 thousand
of such reports. Which of you, journalists, heard about it and has brought up a question about it? And what
shall we do in 1 year? Yes, now, the USA gathers the next meeting of 9 thousand participants. Though one
million people collect, but if you do not understand today, what occurs it is all senseless... Recently NASA
experts - climatologists have given to the USA minister of Energy complex such a report: "... the climate point
of a non-return is ALREADY PASSED"... Let's think, what does it mean - "a non-return point is passed". It
means we should accept or recognize, that every day the climate will change for the worse. Therefore it is not
necessary to be the expert in economy and the finance to draw a simple conclusion: after the last statement of
"experts" that all processes all over the world will begin, when planned managing is IMPOSSIBLE. In such

conditions it will be not known when to sow and when to reap a crop, since occurring change of a climate – a
very serious and important factor.

It would seem, all right, we have received this information, we can concentrate on a problem and in any
directions someone something will do... What variants offer today us world stars?
1.Today scientists suggest securing our world against the emissions of methane made at digestive process of
animals. The New Zealand scientists have invented anal gas masks...

And it is not ridiculous. In this case, I am convinced, that soon they will recommend us (Ukraine) to buy these
gas masks for our cows... Do You understand what way it goes?
2. The French scientists had a smaller grant (100 thousand USA dollars) they have developed special tablets
for preventing of methane formation at cow's intestines (food digestion process).

Scientists have considered that animals (especially large horned livestock) throw out so much methane, as it is
one of principal causes of global change of a climate... hey speak constantly only about CO2. Well it is not a
CO2. It is necessary to read Bulgakov... There are other things... on which it is necessary to knock, but about
it a bit later...
3. Scientists suggest to paint roofs of houses and roads to white for reflexion of solar beams.

4. Scientists suggest to put into orbit around equator huge mirrors for reflexion of solar beams and prevention
of reheating of our planet.

Why so? It appears that all Nobel winners for the present do not understand today completely the heat
exchange process between atmosphere and oceanic water.
5. But they understand perfectly, that it is possible to create continent from polyfoam, send it into the ocean
for sunlight reflex ion.

Why? Because today masses of ice and the area of a snow cover is so sharply reduced, that today there is not
the same sunlight reflex ions (albedo) which was 20 - 30 years ago But scientists speak about CO2... Let's
look at history of the 20th century (not further, as it will be more nonsense further). After the Second World
War many countries of the world have started to develop roughly, there was a large quantity of investments
into a large-scale industry, heavy metallurgy & chemical manufacture. Quantity of CO2 in atmosphere then
was at the same level, as now, but the temperature for some reason fell... And here scientists do not consider
this nuance, clean it aside and declare today the increase of CO2 in atmosphere. OK. And where does it come
from? They say - the reason in animals... Dear Sirs! If to understand, what goes on today in Russia and
Canada... there is a wide open iformation, but nobody wants to think about it (or exactly cannot)... Because we
live on - to Raikin - a narrow specialization everywhere... One - for buttons, another - for methane, the third for the prosir, the fourth is engaged in cows and as a result cannot converge, who is more important & head.
6. Scientists suggest spraying iron into oceans for phytoplankton growth and for major volume absorption of
CO2 Probably, it would be useful for our state having much metal. The most interesting is that modern

science even has no concept, where mollusks take calcium for formation of the shell. But consider that
dispersion of million tons of a metal in oceans will work for certain...

7. For reduction of hit of solar beams to the Earth, scientists suggest to create artificial volcanoes. Each
project costs tens millions US dollars. I.e. we specially make such stoke-holds here which will throw out soot
in atmosphere, making it less transparent.

And they do not simply offer, it is not simply a fix- idea, but BUSINESS PLANS are already counted.
8. Scientists have offered the project on which 10 000 thermo-barges will dump hot water into the ocean in
winter, and in the summer they will dump ice.

The project is closely connected with the fact that the main planet climate-forming Gulf Stream cools down. It
is normal, it is clear even to the schoolboy. If this project is approved and started, each inhabitant of Ukraine
should pay 600 Euros for building of 10 thousand barges.
9. The most terrible, that occurs today. The outstanding scientist who is reputable in scientific circles - mister
Jury Izrael, the author of the work "Nuclear winter", scientifically proved to all countries with the nuclear
weapon, that this weapon – is the way to the end of civilization. Today he is the author of the following
project: by means of rockets-carriers to deduce and spray into the atmosphere 2 - 10 million tons of sulphur at
height of 12 - 14 km.

According to his plan it will allow to brake climate changing processes on 1 %. The question is the following:
if scientists today don't understand at all how heat exchange between atmosphere and oceans occurs, but today
they suggest spraying an aerosol-sulphur in atmosphere... According to all available information, mister Izrael
in MGTU of Bauman, in his speech devoted to global warming, has made the statement: now we develop the
dispersion project of small-dispersed aerosols at the height of 10 - 14 km that will allow reducing the sunlight
approximately by 1 %. It is normal... Let's tear off a hand or a foot from ourselves – how will you feel, better
or worse? But if to remove a foot, we will need to buy one shoe or boot less... It is approximately the same,
but for all of us.

10. There is also the project on start of scattering sets of small lenses (with 9-12 sm diameter) on the orbit of
the Earth. The cost of the project is up to 350 million US dollars.

All goes so that during time "X" one of projects "will shoot" since the other alternative is not present. This is
the thing that will really let the scientists know (not to the representatives of dogmatic science), what occurs
on the Earth.
1. The world is absolutely material. The priority of energy & information is the basis of material
& all matter.
2. The matter has a discrete nature.
3. The world is programmatic. Life is a consequence of world programmatic.
4. The programmaticness is inferior to the laws of time periodicity. Any programs have beginning
and ending. That all phenomena and processes are eventual.
5. The process of creation without the reasonable beginning is impossible. There is higher reason Creator.
6. The reason - is a relative concept.
Now you see thousands of Ukrainian Nobel Prizes. Behind these postulates are fires of inquisition,
persecution, prisons, the reference and other things. The one who will understand, what is written here, will
understand, who really were Bulgakov, Cuirie, Newton... For these postulates Dzhordano Bruno was burnt...
Now, our scientists do not have common scientific paradigm how the world is arranged and what
interactions occur in it. It is very important and if today not to direct attention on it, we are waited only by a
trouble. Scientists say, that we are casual. They received the Nobel Prize, having proved, that we and the
Universe have turned out as a result of explosion. Thus, it is possible to say, that this book has turned out as a
result of explosion on printing house. The probability of casual protein formation is equal 1/10 in 113 degree
And the probability of the event which cannot ever occur (that is why not considered by mathematicians as
possible) is equal 1/10 in 50 degree. And scientists speak about accidental occurrence of a life... This is not
casual at all, and the above-stated postulates allow to describe many things. If today someone says, that there
is no Creator - this person is very naive. Nothing occurs casually, in this world all processes are
interdependent. This information is a blow that can ruin all the dogmas - the base of modern science (not the
our group of scientific adherents of 30 persons ), but also it is property of Ukraine. I tell 8 years about it,
ponder, colleagues. I have even become already some kind of "Odessa Nostradamus"... All say: "Yes, you are
right - all that you spoke 8 years ago, comes true» But what comes true? Unfortunately, all and only the bad.
Then what do we live for, that such thing come true? Because modern science, is based on other knowledge.
All of us learnt physics and we know that there is a strong and weak nuclear interaction, and there is also
magnetic and electromagnetic interaction as well. If to knock with an electric probe on a snail in Paris its
second girlfriend in New York will react (without any wires and a mobile communication). Thus, scientists

recently (in 1996) have come to an information field and information interaction. But this is only "we will
admit, that. . " And what will we admit…? That Maya calendar is the truth... ? that Sumer clay tablets show
more information on Solar system formation, than all modern astronomers... If today understand with Sumer
tablets or take the postulates specified by me, we will understand with you why the asteroid has flown by on
distance of less half of distance to the Moon last week. As some scientists say, this asteroid could erase some
towns. And what would be with Kiev or with Odessa? Do you understand, what we talk about? We think, that
they know, we think, that they work (scientists). Actually all is perfectly different and it is terrible.
We live in the world in which there are 3 basic programs. I say 8 years about it through TV programs,
round-tables and conferences with scientists and heads of institutes. But what can we do in Odessa or even in
the region, recognizing what our group of scientists says? Not those scientists who say at the congresses, that
yesterday all ended... There are 3 basic programs in our world.
1. The Universe program.
2. The Life program.
3. The Evolution of reason program.
The human is absolutely not a casual phenomenon on the Earth.

Look at this slide. Meanwhile anybody (except a small group of people) will not decipher it. It is a bomb
which will break off all scientific world. Here, as you can see, there are some ranges. Where speed of a
particle is more than velocity of light and the negative weight - is a time world. There is time theory. Not a
clock and the "tic - tac", but "Time theory". On the other hand - there is a physical world in which we live
where accurate physical laws operate. Also there is a world which remains as a trace of objects so-called
"Phantomal world". And it not nonsenses, since I am not esoterics, but physicist. A simple example about
phantomal world: there are pains in a foot after amputation... and the foot is scratched for some reason, but the
foot already is not present... Did you heard about it? And how can it be explained? Because the information
presented by me – is the truth. And all the rest are someone's academic posts, scientific degrees, grants and,
unfortunately, recoils (bribes) working everywhere. Today I make the statement all over the country: all can
receive it today, it is a revolution in physics, the revolution in the world outlook. If it is not studied,
everything that scientists spoke about on forecasting situation will result to the END. And Maya calendar will
be the truth. I do not want it and I think, that you, colleagues, will support me. Because time has ended when
it was possible to enter discussions and polemic.
In 2001 it was told by us, that in 2009 the temperature will reach (seasonally) 55 degrees be Celsius.

Scientists ask: where do you take it from? and where is your Candidate degree? I’ve got the degree, but not
this level of knowledge... But an essence not in it, and there is a global CHANGE of a climate today. If this
year in Canada there was up to "- 50" by Celsius it is where always was up to "-30" by Celsius... but in
Australia there was "+ 47" by Celsius. All the matter is that ecological system is a PROGRAM (with rigid
norms and algorithms), worked out by the Creator. And we cannot change it. The human influence on global
climate changes doesn't exceed 5%, and all the rest are PROGRAM occurrence. If the system begins to move
in misbalance it is necessary to understand: if somewhere is "+ 55" by Celsius, it will be "- 55" by Celsius in
other place of planet. If we wait for all it, by 2012 peaks of temperatures in summertime will reach from "+
60" to "+ 65" by Celsius in moderate widths. Do you know, that occurs to protein at more than "+ 60" by
Celsius? And our organisms all the same mainly albuminous... Therefore these processes need to be stopped.
But what with? With some other things... There is such an interesting illness. Some scientists say, that it is a
deceit, the others - on the contrary. However, last time we do not hear from scientists that stamp H5N1 (Bird
flu) from the inhabitancy level of 37,4 by Celsius (temperature of blood of a bird) suddenly has started to
adapt for blood with smaller temperature. When this virus will adapt to 36,5 by Celsius, it is not necessary to
be the expert to understand, that will occur.

I won't speak any more about enteroinfection and malarial mosquitoes (today they already live in St.
-Petersburg) Today jellyfishes appear in the rivers of the Dnipre, the Dnestr and Southern Bugh... I would like
to focus attention on what is a big trouble. Today modern science should start to answer questions and search
for interactions. If it is not done, there will be a grief to all.
In 2003 there was such a phenomenon, as hurricane «ISABEL».

All hurricanes have an "eye". There were interesting things in an eye of this hurricane. There were by turns
such phenomena in the form of 5, 4 and 3 small whirlwinds.

So, this phenomenon was in September, 2003 but only 14/01/2007 climatologists found out on «Helios»
satellite's photos hat inside there were some unusual phenomena. The hurricane hasn't gone to New Orleans
and has dumped force So it needed 4 years for reaction of scientists... I apologise that we have shown what the
new technology can.

Now we prepare for once again to reproduce it, "to order". I will arrive to you here and I will say: have a look
at your watches, give us the data from the satellite, let them make photos and show everybody how it will
vary. It is nonsense for them,i. e. unknown, and it is a program for us. Therefore, we have approached to the
line when our group of scientists considers as the debt to make small statements: "We are not the people who
have come from anywhere into nowhere".
These are the reports from the conference on the global climate, held in Moscow from 29/09/2003 to
03/10/2003. Here are the reports of our scientists as well. All reports in this collection have passed (ponder,
please) through The Committee of struggle against a pseudo science. The resume of The Committee was:
Dear Odessa scientists, in order to understand you we need 10 - 15 years. It was in 2003. We will add 10 years
- it is the year 2013. Do you understand? We add 15 years – you understand as well... If to consider forecasts
of experts of the United Nations which I showed to you earlier - in what world shall we live with you? In the
absolutely dying world. It's needed to be understood. i. e. we don't simply offer, but also we know. But we go
against dogmas of science. Do you understand the situation? We know, we have postulates (the basis), the
base. Rise on this base and you will see all the world, I have a friend, he is the scientific - academician who
says: "Valera, how can I, the person who is 75 years old, now to stand in front of all and say: people, sorry, it
comes out that I studied incorrectly and have learnt people wrong... "? But should someone be responsible for
it? But should someone tell the truth? Or we live in that world where they took the truth & the lie separately?
They have divided Lie into slices (choose any) and so we live... It cannot proceed so any more, there has
come time "X". The representatives of our Southern regional academy of sciences in 2001 asked me: "Valery,
and how will you prove... ?". I said, that I will prove with coffins, unfortunately not yours... You will have a
conditioner at home, you receive normal food. And how with those people who cannot receive a worthy food?
It is bound up with global changes of climate. It is not discussed, since it is the truth. We in Odessa recently
senced a throw of atmospheric pressure almost in 30 mm. For the period of 8 hours. What does it mean? And
it is obviously considerably less norms (it's like within 2 days on the depth of 3 metres under water).
Ambulance cars stood and did not know what to do with old men, the vascular system did not maintain. We
are a part of this global world. Today the Earth is covered by ulcers and problems occurring somewhere,
concerns us, Ukrainians, too. It will turn out to divide nothing...
Therefore my colleagues and I have decided to write the open letter to the president of Ukraine and to
the secretary of National safety and defense council of Ukraine.
The open letter to the President of Ukraine and National safety and defense council of Ukraine
"Our state, as well as all world, are on the threshold of great transient negative changes, the system
and the programme of the existence of which cannot be realized by means of modern scientific outlook.
Economic and financial, administrative and political, educational, spiritual and ecological crisis became
harbingers of common catastrophe which resolutely enters into our life. To you, Mister the President, and to
you, Madam the Secretary as to heads of the most informed and analytical official institutes to whom the
maximum weight of civil responsibility is assigned, - all these tendencies are well-known and are notable.

Global catastrophes are defined in the world only at level of ecology, connected with climate changes on the
planet. The modern world of science doesn't know the valid reasons of a climate changing and cannot give
the recommendation how to exist further in such conditions. Unfortunately, the conclusions of last world
global warming conference (Poland, Poznan, December, 2008) on which big hopes were rested, also have not
answered these questions. And these are ten thousand experts from all the world. The signature under an
inconsistency of scientists with modern outlook is actually put to offer nothing in the decision of this question.
However, it can be solved! The reasons of such position in the world lay on the surface. But the
understanding of their nature, and consequences, ways of way out from it is possible only by change of
fundamental science's outlook which actually is engaged in a substantiation of necessity and the subsequent
justification of suffered public expenses for "scientific" researches. Unfortunately, modern science can not
analyze new outlooks existing at the moment on this phenomena, occupying in relation to such sights the
extremely conservative, and sometimes – the aggressive attitude. Therefore the group of Odessa scientists has
decided to address to state establishments which directly and regularly face consequences of the crisis
phenomena and the necessity of their overcoming. We consider the duty let you know about the existence of
the program of way out from the crisis phenomena and we insist that the principal cause of all public crises is
a global change of a climate which has the objective nature of the reasons The truth in that in the world, and
not just only in Ukraine, such time when there is impossible any forecasting and development planning of
national, economic and political relations on the state and interstate level has already come. According to
forecasts, volume of losses of national budgets from overcoming of consequences of acts of nature in the
nearest future will transform the existence of the states into a struggle for a survival It historically has
developed so, that Ukraine should unite the world in the struggle against global problems of mankind. Our
scientific paradigm – is a break through of fundamental science. Signings of the Ukrainian Report at the
world Global climate changes conference is the only way to the future, pride of our Ukraine. "
Yours faithfully,Valeriy Baranovskiy.
There is an accurate program of actions which is considered by us as stage-by-stage change of the
relation to a problem of global change of a climate. Support of journalists is very important during this
moment of time. If we look today’s news plots and when you talk with climatologists they cannot speak in
some other way. Well, it doesn’t matter and anything terrible that within a week there all seasons passes... Do
you understand what a problem is in? Either we now with your help will make the way on scientific arena or
we will show physics of the processes occurring on the Earth (beginning with Universe geometry). I promise,
that you will learn, why emperor Egej has put in pawn the first stones in the basis of the Kiev city. You will
learn another history, not of any political orders, but the history of reasons of many events. You will learn,
why the arms of ancient Kiev have 3 arrows, why the arms of Belaya Cerkov city have a bow with 3 arrows,
why Pushkin wrote "at a curved seashore there is a green oak", you will learn a lot of interesting things. Our
scientists possess huge volume of the information: from physics (as the world is arranged) to the reasons
phantom pains and the problems of "fathers and children", etc. The Base of our knowledge - is absolutely
different approaches to science outlook since it is the truth and this truth will learn all people It's time to speak
openly about it...
Kiev, 11/03/2009

